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Introduction
This bulletin contains information on controlled assessment training videos, online examination review and Techniquest events.
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Controlled assessment training videos - now available

Videos are available for Science A and Additional Science / Biology / Chemistry / Physics.

Both videos provide detailed feedback on key findings from the moderation process in Summer 2013 and include linked resources.

Online examination review – now available

This resource allows you to analyse results and identify strengths and weaknesses. Key questions have been selected for each unit from the Summer 2013 series and exemplar pupil responses provided, along with feedback from the principal examiner.

http://oer.wjec.co.uk/

Techniquest events

Techniquest in conjunction with WJEC will be holding the following events in March 2014:

Event Title: I'm new to science teaching – how can I improve my teaching to help my pupils when faced with controlled assessment / examinations during KS4?

For more information and to book please use the following links:

Techniquest Cardiff – Monday 10 March 2014
Techniquest Glyndwr – Tuesday 11 March 2014